Abstract
Introduction
Much attention has been put on computing the 3-D shape and motion from a long sequence of images during the last few years. Previous approaches for solving this problem usually consider: 1) whether the camera is calibrated or not, 2) whether a projective or an affine model is used [8] [10] [2] .
Among them, Tomasi and Kanade [8] developed a robust and efficient method for accurately recovering the shape of object and motion of camera/object from a sequence of images under orthographic projection, called factorization method. The factorization method has been believed to be possible under linear approximations of imaging system and without camera calibration. Lately, the original factorization method have been extended to scaled orthographic, paraperspective [4] and perspective projection [9] . However, in most cases they all start with the three greatest singular values acquired by the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique [5] to factor the measurement matrix into two matrices. Then, by normalizing the two matrices, shape and motion matrices can be obtained.
Unfortunately, when the image noise is larger enough so that the fourth greatest singular value can not be ignored, the traditional factorization method might fail to reach the accurate solution. Another problem remains in the normalization procedure of the factorization method. It is because that sometimes the unknown invertible matrix might be difficult to get [6] [1].
This study concentrates on factorization method from the Rank-Theorem perspective, and improves the step of factoring by the SVD technique. According to the RankTheorem, it would be possible to get three mutually orthogonal vectors from a measurement matrix [3] . Once the three mutually orthogonal vectors were identified as one matrix, it would be easy to take a form of 3-D linear combination equation for obtaining another matrix. Then the normalization of the two matrices can help this study to recover object shape and camera motion, and by using the proposed method the problem of normalization can be easily solved.
This paper presents a form of factorization under orthographic projection, although the form of factorization also can be easily extend to other projective models. This study also provides the field of structure-from-motion with three advantages as follows: 1) It can robustly recover object shape and camera motion even if the emergence of image noise; 2) It can effectively solve the problem of normalization; 3) Its computation is very fast due to a simple algorithm. In addition, this paper also presents a series of experiment to show the feasibility of the proposed method.
A Summary of Traditional Factorization Method and Problems Description
This section presents a summary of the traditional factorization method under orthographic projection, and points out two problems: one is on the fourth greatest singular value (described in Section 2.3), and the other is on the nomalization (described in Section 2.4).
Orthographic Projection
Under orthographic projection model, the projection x f p ; y f p of the p-th point s p = s xp ; s yp ; s zp T in 3D space onto image frame f is given as follows:
where t f = t x f ; t y f ; t z f T is the vector from the world origin to the origin of image frame f. i f and j f are a pair of unit vectors which represent x-axis and y-axis. These equations can be rewritten as:
x f p = m T f s p + t x f ; y f p = n T f s p + t y f : (2)
Measurement Matrix
Suppose that P feature points were tracked over F frames , and their image coordinates fx f p ; y f p jf = 1; : : : ; F ; p = 1 ; : : : ; P g were collected into a single 2F P 
Equations (2) and (3) of all points and frames can now be combined into a single matrix equation
where M is the 2F 3 motion matrix , S is the 3 P shape matrix , T is the 2F 1 translation vector that collects the projections of camera translation along the image plane and e p = 1; : : : ; 1 T . Then a "registered" measurement matrix can be developed for which the translation vector is subtracted from W as follow:
According to Rank-Theorem, the maximum rank ofW is three due to the maximum rank of M and S are three.
Decomposition by SVD Technique
As previously discussed, rankW 3 is proved. Here, assume that rankW = 3 . Hence, the three greatest singular values can be determined through the SVD technique, and the fourth and its following singular values almost approaches to zero. Equation (5) displays this process.W , factoring it into a product of two matricesM andŜ.
From Equation (5), motion matrix M and shape matrix S can be defined as follows:
First Problem: When noise corrupts the images, the rank ofW will no longer be three. Consider a problem when the fourth greatest singular value is not so small that 4 ' 3 . Therefore, adopting the SVD algorithm cannot accurately or completely reconstruct the shape and motion. The solution of this problem will be shown in Section 3.
Normalization ofM andŜ
The decomposition of Equation (5) is determined as a linear transformation. Any non-singular 3 3 matrix A and its inverse could be inserted betweenM andŜ. Their product should still equal toW . Thus the actual motion and shape are provided as follows:
The correct A can be determined by using two geometry constraints that can be defined as follows :
jm f j 2 = 1 ; jn f j 2 = 1 ; m f n f = 0 :
Second Problem: In the original papers [8] , no details of the normalization procedure or criterion to be optimized were presented, and in [6] [1] pointed out that many choices are possible for this normalization and a variety of results have been obtained depending on the choice. Indeed, at our knowledge, matrix A might not be obtained. The more detailed description of the reason and the solution can be found in Section 4.
Decomposition of Measurement Matrix Using 3-D Linear Combination
In Section 2.2, maximum rank ofW be three was introduced. Let us consider the Rank-Theorem again. The rank of three means that there are three independent vectors. Each row ofW is projected into a space which is constructed by the three mutually orthogonal vectors. This study attempts to find the three mutually orthogonal vectorŝ S, and then to solveM by using theŜ andW .
Orthogonalization
First, three orthogonal vectors must be found or built fromW . A good method, the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization method, can straightforwardly and efficiently find three mutually orthogonal vectors. Rewrite the elements of 1 =w k1 ; (9) s j =w kj , j X i=2ŝ T i,1 w kj kŝ i,1 k 2ŝ i,1 ; j = 2 ; 3: (10) When the three mutually orthogonal vectors were identified as one matrix, it would be easy to take a form of 3D linear combination equation for obtaining another matrix whose elements are three coefficients of 2F sets (shown in Equation (12)).m f k =ŝ T k w f kŝ k k 2 ; k = 1 ; 2; 3:
As a consequence, the rows ofW are the product of the elements ofŝ i multiplied bym f i in each equation (frame) as following expression, w f =m f1ŝ1 +m f2ŝ2 +m f3ŝ3 ; (12) and as previously described, by using the proposed algorithm (3DLC)W can be also separated intoM andŜ, as good as Equation (5) obtained by the SVD technique.
In Section 2.3 a problem was pointed out that the fourth greatest singular value which is very close to the third greatest singular value ( 4 ' 3 ). Let us consider again, in this situation the rank ofW will be over three. The solution of the problem is that even if the 4 ' 3 , the elements ofW can be also projected into a space which is constructed bŷ S through the proposed method.
Determination ofŝ 1
So far, how to determine the first independent vectorŝ 1 was not described. The determination ofŝ 1 has many approaches. In general, there are three alternative ways for solving this problem as follows: 1) Based on the general rule, the feature points of the first frame are the most accurate with respect to all other frames. The first vector could be chosen. 2) Anyone of the exact vectorw i could be chosen fromW . 3) Choosing a new vector which is obtained by the average ofW also could be considered. In our experiment, the first approach is employed.
Solving the Problems of Normalization
In Section 2.4, a summary of the solution of normalization has been described. However, Equation (8) is not sufficient enough for obtaining the invertible matrix A. Here, how to find A with geometry constraints will be redescribed.
Geometry Constraint:
The matrix A can be solved by two geometry constrains, one is the length of unit vector i f and j f , and the other is the inner product of orthonormality of axes. Here, Let B be a symmetric matrix, then the following equations can be developed to satisfy these constraints. m T f Bm f = 1 ;m T f+F Bm f+F = 1 ; m T f Bm f+F = 0 :
From Equation (13), the matrix B can be developed as :
Because W is not accurate, Equation (13) can not provide us with a solution of B. Instead, the conjugate gradient method [5] is adopted to reach a minimum value of the Equation (15) According to Equation (16), the diagonal elements i , i = 1 ; 2; 3 of must be positive. Indeed, i might not be necessarily positive so that A cannot be solved. The reason is why a problem described in Section 2.4 was pointed out. Of course, the iterative process can be terminated, or B can be redefined to develop an approximate symmetric matrix by using non-linear algorithm. However it seems not a good idea. Here, when all i are not positive, we must fix the three mutually orthogonal vectors. Because the first vectorŝ 1 has 2F selection so that positive i can be easily obtained. The solution of this problem is demonstrated as the following procedures:
3. By using Equation (10),ŝ 2 andŝ 3 can be solved. In our experiment, the positive i can be successfully obtained only through one or twice selection.
Experimental Results
This section will presents four sets of experiments to demonstrate how the proposed method works.
Evaluation of Recovered Shape
The proposed factorization method is first performed with a real image sequence for shape recovery. Experimental target is acquired by hand-held video camera. For feature tracking, an algorithm is adopted based on [7] . At the beginning, 16 points are selected in the first frame, and these feature points are automatically tracked and kept throughout a sequence of 16 frames shown in Figure 1 . The reconstructed shape is shown in Figure 2 . The recovered shape is very similar to real object for visual comparison. To evaluate the shape recovery performance quantitatively, the orientations of facets in relation to one another are shown in Table 1 which illustrates the comparison of the results of the three ways: measured angles on the actual model (real), estimated angles with traditional method (SVD) and estimated angles with the proposed method (3DLC). The distance of the d1; ; d 11 (shown in Figure 2 ) are also measured. The error between real and estimated data are evaluated by Equation (17).
kRealk , Estimation i kEstimationk : (17) Through the normalization of d1; ; d L , L = 1 1 2 sides ,1 = 21, Using the proposed 3DLC method, = 0:045 can be obtained, and Using the traditional SVD method = 0:042 can be obtained. As a result, the error of estimated size was within the limit of 4.5 percent.
Evaluation of Recovered Motion
In relation to motion recovery, this experiment only focuses on y-axial rotation. Figure 3 was acquired by a digital still camera, and the target is rotated 10 degrees on each frame. The whole sequence is 6 frames. The result is shown in Figure 4 which illustrates the comparison between the measured rotation and computed y-axial rotation of object with the proposed method. 
Analysis of Synthetic Data with Noise
This study also demonstrates the robustness of the proposed method in the presence of noise. A situation is simulated that 4 = 3 . For attempting to solve the first problem by using the proposed method, a comparison between the proposed 3LDC method and traditional SVD method will be displayed on two synthetic image sequences shown in Figure 5 . One (a) is 16 feature points and whole sequence is 70 frames, and the other (b) is 80 feature points and whole sequence is 100 frames, and their the fourth greatest singular value are equal to the third.
In Figure 6 , the results in left side were obtained with the SVD technique and the results in right side were obtained with the proposed 3DLC method. From Figure 6 , it is observed that (a) could not recover shape completely, but (c) could recover, because that (c) has more points and frames than (a). Although (c) could recover, several points were not observed on the same plane. By comparison, it is clearly shown that (b) and (d) could accurately recover the object shape.
